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Abstract The article analyzes the use of the nearest neighbor algorithm among the formal methods to identify particular authors of texts written in the Azerbaijani language and considers its application to the issue of recognizing specific authors. In the work under review, the roots of the words included in the texts of different authors are found, and the vectors according to the frequency of processing of these words are constructed according to a certain rule, and the nearest neighbor method is applied to them by treating these vectors as points in the Euclidean space.
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1. Introduction

Since ancient times, the issue of recognizing the author of the text has been an important problem. Thus, philologists, lawyers, historians, and many other experts are very interested in the topic of identifying the authors of written materials. In this regard, it is necessary to provide a number of suitable formal approaches for resolving the issue. It should be highlighted that approaches from the disciplines of image recognition, mathematical statistics, probability theory, neural networks, etc. are applied in the creation of formal methods [1-4]. It should be mentioned that [5] provides a general description of the primary formal approaches created for addressing the problem of attribution of writings and identifying their authors.

Recently, with the help of information technologies, the analysis of texts written in the Azerbaijani language, including the recognition of their authors, is being conducted [6-10]. In this field, the works of K. Aydazade and S.Talibov can be specially mentioned.

Formal approaches compare the features of texts calculated in a specific sequence. In this situation, the text is transformed into such a vector in which each of its constituents objectively represents some aspects of the text. The text is projected to a specific spot in n-dimensional space in this situation. In such a
formulation, such vectors may be used to identify each author, and this vector will be a vector obtained from the texts written by that author.

Following the definition of such vectors, we may discuss the proximity measure of two texts. This measure shall be the distance determined by any rule between the vectors corresponding to the texts. These vectors will, in the simplest instance, correspond to points in n-dimensional Decart space, the distance between which may be described as the usual Decart distance. Other choices, such as distance, can also be used. For instance, such a distance is regarded as the defining feature of a wide range of writings. Texts with a large distance between them can be attributed to different authors. Thus, it is necessary to calculate the corresponding parameters and determine the distance between the vectors made from these parameters, in order to compare the authors of any two texts. The vectors generated from the parameters corresponding to the author and the given text are compared in order to ascertain whether or not any text belongs to a particular author. To put it another way, two texts are still being compared. The standard text that belongs to the author is the first, and the controversial text whose authorship must be established is the second.

In addition to this, a vector of formal parameters may be built, allowing certain features of the writers to be determined. (for example, the level of education). It should be mentioned that some or all statistical properties of the text are used as text-characterizing parameters. These might include the quantity of particular words, punctuation marks, foreign terms, the number and length of sentences, the size of the vocabulary, average sentence length, and so on. It should be noted that one of the most widely used formal methods is the nearest neighbor method, or K-NN algorithm. This method is a classification method suggested by Cover and Hart [11].

Using the values of observations in a set of samples that are included in particular classes, the K-NN algorithm is used to determine to which class a new observation to be added to the sample belongs. This method is based on calculating the distances of each of the observations in the sample set to the subsequently determined observation value and selecting the class due to the number of observations with the smallest distance. For instance, suppose you wish to categorize a new object. At this moment, K classed elements are discovered to be the closest to it. If the majority of these items belong to the any class, the new element also belongs to that class. The nearest neighbor method is described in the image below (Fig. 1). The objects are separated into two groups, as seen in the image: blue squares and red triangles. The nearest neighbor method for determining which class the green circle object belongs to can be found as follows. If K=3, then 3 sample objects close to the object to be classified are found. As it is seen, two of these three items, or the majority of them, are classified as red triangles. As a result, the green unknown item will belong to the class of a red triangle. When K=5, three of the five items closest to the green sample belong to
the class of blue squares, implying that the green object does as well. This procedure can be done for every odd natural value of the parameter $K$.

Figure 1. Example of K-NN nearest neighbor algorithm

Important parameters in the implementation of K-NN algorithm are distance, number of neighbors ($k$) and weight method.

Minkowski, Euclidean, Manhattan and Chebyshev distance concepts are used as distance measures. The Minkowski distance is a measurement method defined in Euclidean space. Classification is an extension of distance measurements such as Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance, which are commonly employed in clustering and data mining applications. The Minkowski distance between any two points $P = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_n)$ and $Q = (y_1, y_2, ..., y_n)$ is calculated according to formula

$$
(S_1^n |x_i - y_i|^p)^{\frac{1}{p}}
$$

(1)

The minkowski distance, expressed by a general formula, makes it possible to determine different distance measures for different values of equal $p$. Thus, in the Minkovsky distance formula, Euclidean distance is obtained when $p=2$, Manhattan distance when $p=1$, and Chebyshev distance when $n→∞$. In classification and clustering algorithms, the most common distance criterion is the Euclidean distance. This distance is calculated by formula

$$
(\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^n (x_i - y_i)^2})
$$

(2)

Accordingly, the Manhattan distance is determined by the formula

$$
(\sum_{i=1}^n |x_i - y_i|)
$$

(3)

and the Chebyshev distance is determined by the formula

$$
\lim_{p→∞}(\sum_{i=1}^n |x_i - y_i|^p)^{1/p} = \max_{i=1,n} |x_i - y_i|
$$

(4)
It should be noted that in classification and clustering algorithms like the K-NN algorithm, the primary distance criterion that is utilized to measure distance is the Euclidean distance.

Classification in the K-NN algorithm is based on the value of the number of neighbors (k) parameter. In the classification process, for k=1, only the nearest neighbor is assigned to the class, and as k approaches the number of samples (N), all information in the data set is taken into account and a selection is made according to the set number. In this article, author recognition system has been developed for the works of authors in the Azerbaijani language using the K-NN method, which is one of the methods of studying information.

In the work under review, the roots of the words included in the texts of different authors are found, and the vectors according to the frequency of processing of these words are constructed according to a certain rule, and the nearest neighbor method is applied to them by treating these vectors as points in the Euclidean space. It should be mentioned that there are many methods and algorithms related to the procedure of automatically finding the roots of words, in other words, the stemming operation [12-14].

2. The application of the nearest neighbor method

Now let's move on to the grating of attribute (signs) vectors corresponding to the authors. Suppose that the works we have belong to five authors. Let's assume that there are 10 works of each author, of which 5 works will be used as an example, and another 5 works will be used for testing. For each author, we join the initial 5 works that we took for instance, and dispose of a few additional components (focuses, commas, accentuation marks, numbers, and so on.) out of it.

To generate a character vector, the documents are first cleaned, which means that all punctuation marks and numerals in the documents are removed, and all letters are transformed to lowercase letters. First, the roots of the words in the combined document are identified, and the frequency of occurrence of these roots is determined and normalized. The frequency is calculated by taking the ratio of the number of the relevant word (more specifically, the word root) to the total number of words in the author's works.

After determining the frequency of words for each of the five authors, signs are chosen among them in the following sequence. Thus, for each author, n words (for example, n=10) are chosen such that their frequency of usage in this author's works is at least twice as high as their frequency in the works of other authors. To put it another way, the number of times these words are used by other authors should be less than half of what it is by the main author. This rule selects n=10 typical words for each author, which are then merged to form a 50-element vector. Thus, we will take as a basis the vector corresponding to 50 characteristic words, each element of which is the frequency of use of these characteristic words. After that, let's build 50-dimensional vectors corresponding to the selected characteristic
words for each work, both for samples (25 works) and for works that will be used for testing (50 works). The obtained vectors will be divided into 25 sample vectors (for works with known authors) and 25 vectors to be tested (for works with unknown authors), which may be thought of as points in a 50-dimensional Euclidean space. Now, let's apply the K-NN method to figure out who wrote the works that were tested. It should be noted that the K-NN technique mentioned above was presented for objects classified into two classes. In our situation, because there are five writers, the number of classes should be five. The objective is to determine which of these five classifications the unknown work belongs to.

3. Root-finding algorithm

As previously stated, in order to identify the vector of signs, the frequencies of words in the work, or their roots, must be calculated. This can be accomplished by using an Azerbaijani lexical dictionary. Thus, by removing the suffixes from each word taken from the work in the correct sequence, the root of the term may be discovered and compared to the words in the lexical base. The value of the counter is then incremented by one unit whenever this word is met in the document by generating a counter for each word. After the document has been processed, the counters for each word will display the number of times that term appears in the document. We can calculate the frequency of word processing by dividing the value of these counters by the total number of words in the document (roots).

Now let’s propose an algorithm for finding the root of the words in the work taken as an example and the number of corresponding words. In the event that there is no lexical dictionary database for the author, then we select n number of different words from the document related to that author, visually find their roots and create a lexical database for that author. The rule that follows determines the root of the subsequent word taken from the work using the algorithm that follows.

To begin, we create a counter with the value 0 (zero) for each root in the lexical base. The following algorithm is then applied.

Algorithm

1. The next word is taken from the work in accordance with the sequence. (first word will be taken initially)
2. We compare this word with the words in the lexical base. If the word is found in the dictionary, we go to the next step, otherwise we go to the 5th step.
3. We increase the value of the counter corresponding to this word by one unit.
4. We proceed to the eighth and final step of the algorithm if all of the work's words have been analyzed. If not, we proceed to the initial step.
5. We take out the letter at the end of the word, and if the number of letters in the received word is more than 1, we go to the second step. Otherwise, we go to the next step.
6. We look at the initial version of the word and visually determine its root. The received new root is added to the lexical base and a comparing counter with an initial value of 1 (one) is created.
7. We return to step one following the addition of the new root to the lexical base.
8. End
4. Example

Let's see how this algorithm performs on a little piece of text.

Text


First, we take \( n=5 \) and find the roots of 5 words from the text and enter them into the lexical database.

Lexical base = \{bədən, əqənc, otaq, qadin, göz\}

Let's take the values of \( S_{bədən}=0, S_{gənc}=0, S_{otaq}=0, S_{qadin}=0, S_{göz}=0 \).

The word “Bədəni” is then extracted from the text as the first word. The term is searched in the database with upper case substituted by lower case. Since this word is not found, 1 character is deleted from the end of the word “bədən” in the next step. Since the number of letters in the received word “bədən” is more than 1, this word is searched again in the database. Since it is found in the base, \( S_{bədən} = S_{bədən} + 1 \) is executed and the value of the \( S_{bədən} \) counter is equal to 1. After that, the end of the cycle is checked. The next period begins as there are words left in the text.

As the next word, the word “kəndirlə” is taken. This word is searched in the database and not found. 1 character is removed from the end of the word consecutively and the received word “kəndir” is searched in the database. If the word is not found, this process continues and the words “kəndir”, “kəndi”, “kənd”, “kən”, “kə” and “k” are searched in the database in the same way and are not found. Since the last word is a symbol, we look at the first version of the word “kəndirlə” and find the root “kəndir” and this word is added to the lexical base, that is, the lexical base = \{bədən, əqənc, otaq, qadin, göz, kəndir\} and \( S_{kəndir}=1 \).

The process continues in this order. In one of the next steps, the words “gənc” and “Gənc” will be taken, and since this word is in the base, the operation \( S_{gənc} = S_{gənc} + 1 \) will be performed twice, and as a result, the value of the \( S_{gənc} \) counter will be equal to 2.

Finally, the word “tüpürdü” is taken as the last word in the text. Since this word is not found, this process continues according to the algorithm, and the words “tüpurd”, “tüpür”, “tüprü”, “tüp”, “tū” and “t” are searched in the database by deleting the last symbol and are not found. As the last word is a symbol, we look at the first version of the word “tüpürdü” and find the root “tüprü” and this word is added to the lexical base, that is, Lexical base = \{bədən, əqənc, otaq, qadin, göz, kəndir, ..., tüprü\} and \( S_{tüprü}=1 \).

Thus, since the word “tüprüdü” is the last word of the text, the algorithm ends.
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